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ABSTRACT
As network speeds increase, the overhead of processing incoming
messages is becoming onerous enough that many manufacturers
now provide network interface cards (NICs) with offload capabilities
to handle these overheads. This increase in NIC capabilities creates
an opportunity to enable computation on data in-situ on the NIC.
These enhanced NICs can be classified into several different categories of SmartNICs. SmartNICs present an interesting opportunity
for future runtime software designs. Designing runtime software to
be located in the network as opposed to the host level leads to new
radical distributed runtime possibilities that were not practical prior
to SmartNICs. In the process of transitioning to a radically different runtime software design for SmartNICs there are intermediary
steps of migrating current runtime software to be offloaded onto
a SmartNIC that also present interesting possibilities. This paper
will describe SmartNIC design and how SmartNICs can be leveraged
to offload current generation runtime software and lead to future
radically different in-network distributed runtime systems.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network architectures; In-network processing; Network measurement; • Software and its engineering →
Message oriented middleware.

1

INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been an explosion in the complexity and number
of Network Interface Controller (NIC) designs. There are several
physical packaging factors driving the required size of NIC silicon
due to high speed signaling that have created ’white’ silicon (empty
space) that can be used for increased NIC capabilities and even full traditional compute cores. This situation has resulted in the emergence
of several SmartNICs on the market, including proposals for radically
different new models of computation for in-network compute. It is
not clear yet which model will emerge the winner in this space, but
regardless of the winning model, there will be opportunities to design
and implement new types of runtime software that run in-network.
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Given the large space and quick movement in SmartNIC designs,
the term ‘SmartNIC’ applies to several different types of computecapable NICs. For the purposes of this paper, we primarily discuss
SmartNICs designed for HPC/Scientific computing systems. Within
this space, more traditional SmartNIC designs offer packet processing engines (PPEs) providing inline compute capabilities that operate
on incoming packets in a time window determined by the NIC buffer
size and packet arrival rate (e.g., sPIN [32]). Such designs are able
to perform several hundred operations on each packet, and only
compute on packet arrival. An emerging alternative approach is
not limited to compute on packet arrival, and does not have compute time deadlines. This alternative can be implemented out of
the packet pipeline – as in Mellanox Bluefield [39] – but in-pipeline
solutions have been proposed as well [47]. In this paper, we are particularly interested in the opportunities afforded by non-deadline-based
SmartNICs.
An existing runtime software challenge that could be addressed by
SmartNICs of this type is resource utilization and sharing. Runtimes
that require compute cycles must try to use compute time that does
not interfere with host applications. Suspending application execution contexts to perform runtime operations is not ideal as even suspension on a single compute core on a high utilization host can cause
system noise that may propagate across execution contexts when
synchronization occurs. In other words, if one process is delayed by
runtime software execution and reaches a barrier late, this laggard
process may delay progress on all application processes. For runtime
communication libraries like MPI, moving some of the processing to
network hardware makes sense because it offloads the sorts of tasks
that may introduce system noise in the form of unexpected delays.
In addition, offloading MPI can provide constant message processing
progress without having to share compute resources with the host
and keep data for the communication library close to where the
communication takes place. Resource management is a challenging
problem on modern systems, particularly when trying to manage
resources beyond a single node in a coordinated manner. SmartNICs
provide an interesting opportunity to craft new resource management runtimes that share data using in-network resources on a consistent basis could be used to solve this problem with a intercommunication level and decision granularity that would consume resources
at levels that would not be commonly acceptable on a host CPU.
SmartNICs can provide additional resources that support heavierweight runtime solutions without disturbing the application compute resources. Runtime systems that were impractical prior to SmartNICs due to high resource usage can now be implemented to accelerate application and system performance. In addition, locating these
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runtime solutions on a SmartNIC would potentially allow for idle
network resources to be scavenged, thereby minimizing interference
with the host applications. For example, it would be possible for an
advanced future runtime to enable streaming of data to and from
storage during observed low network-utilization periods. This is easily observable from the SmartNIC itself without requiring inquiries
over a system bus like one would have to do with a CPU-side runtime.
SmartNICs provide opportunities beyond simple offloading of
software to the NIC. We can envision runtimes that provide system
tuning and resource coordination that are independent of hosts entirely. Runtimes on SmartNICs can speculatively copy data and intelligently schedule communication. As the SmartNIC is itself a single
shared resource for the node, it is a logical place to marshal node resources and observe overall patterns in multi-application workflows
for shared node usage or application-analytic paired workflows.
This paper addresses the new opportunities for radically different
runtime deployment and design in the context of SmartNICs. We will
detail SmartNIC capabilities and discuss both near-term runtime on
SmartNIC opportunities as well as long term radically different distributed runtime designs that could run on SmartNICs in the future.
In this paper, we make the following contributions:

(1) detailed descriptions of different emerging SmartNIC architectures and how they can be used;
(2) demonstrate the opportunities with different SmartNICs approaches for distributed runtimes;
(3) describe new distributed runtime approaches that can be node
independent;
(4) enumerate multiple new ideas for distributed runtimes that
SmartNICs make possible.

In the remainder of this paper, we survey the relevant background
on SmartNICs (Section 2). Then we detail the features of SmartNICs
that support offloading of runtime systems and distributed runtime
in Section 3. We then propose several novel distributed runtime
applications that SmartNICs can make possible, concentrating on
resource management, system tuning and I/O use cases in Section 4.
Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the approaches and directions for future research trailblazing in this area.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Network architects first introduced offload or in-network processing to minimize CPU involvement in packet processing, and to
mask packet processing overheads by overlapping them with other
CPU computations. Modern network technologies with sophisticated processing engines (PEs) include Mellanox’s Bluefield [39]
devices, Broadcom’s Stingray SmartNICs [8], Netronome’s Agilio
SmartNICs [41], and other technologies such as CORE-Direct [27],
SHARP [26], FlexNIC [35], Azure SmartNICs [21], Mellanox Innova
FPGA SmartNICs, sPIN [32] and INCA [47]. These modern SmartNICs succeed a previous generation of such solutions from the early
2000s, such as Myrinet [5], Quadrics [42] and early Portals [3] NICs
like Seastar [7].
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While SmartNIC technologies vary widely in their underlying
hardware – ASICs, network processors, general-purpose CPUs, FPGAs, etc. – they traditionally target low- or mid-level network applications such as packet classification, traffic shaping, support for offloaded multicasting, and similar applications. For example, Ethernetbased packet processing engines (PPEs) with limited processing
capabilities have been used to offload processing for lower-level
network protocols like TCP and UDP [12–14, 28, 44], researchers
have explored the performance impacts of offloading collective operations [10, 30, 53], and recent work explores generalizability [45]
and offloading at the NIC [27] and switch [26].
Recent work has also explored message rate efficiency. Message
matching (demultiplexing) is important for the majority of large
scientific applications, e.g., by virtue of using MPI to manage interprocess communication [4]. However, different host architectures
provide greatly different capabilities [2], and host-side message
matching may be difficult [46]. Differing host capabilities might
be made consistent if handled instead by a SmartNIC, and if matching is not supported natively in SmartNIC hardware [16, 40], approaches developed from a host-side perspective illustrate architectural solutions that may be useful for SmartNICs that also support
generalized compute [18, 22, 49]. Finally, matching may be avoided
by applications that use one-sided communication semantics like
OpenSHMEM [11] or alternative MPI RMA communications with
modern MPI libraries that can support efficient multi-threaded solutions [31, 34, 48, 49, 57].
New terminology regarding SmartNICs has tried to differentiate between historical usage of the term ‘SmartNIC’ and modern
SmartNIC designs that we consider in this paper. Several vendors
have called the modern SmartNICs we describe in this paper as Data
Processing Units (DPUs). For example, an early adopter of the terminology was Fungible’s DPU [50]. Runtimes that find success on
SmartNICs can easily be supported on most DPU designs, as the term
could be applied to many of the most capable SmartNIC designs that
we have already listed. In this paper, we will not consider SmartNIC
devices that are proprietary like Amazon’s Nitro [1], with built in
support for particular Cloud computing infrastructures.
Moreover, researchers have proposed using offloaded capabilities
for purposes other than originally intended. For example, [47] show
how hardware supporting message demultiplexing and collective
communications can execute arbitrary kernels to assist host applications, [37] show how MPI message matching hardware can be
leveraged to provide a distributed key-value store, [15] show how
SmartNIC technology targeting match-action processing (e.g., P4 [6])
can be exploited to offload consensus algorithms, and [25] show how
similar hardware can be exploited to perform edge detection for
autonomous vehicle guidance. These sorts of generalized compute
applications in which NIC hardware is used for compute that was
not the intended purpose of the hardware, we believe, herald the
future of processing in the network.

2.1

Processing Deadlines

The majority of the works surveyed above share the longstanding
strategy of processing data streams as they reside on a NIC. This has
two implications. First, when there is no data flowing into a NIC, no
work is performed, i.e., no processing occurs when the network is
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idle. Second, when data does arrive, computational resources must
be available to process that data. Consequently, these approaches
work under an implicit deadline determined by network speed, buffer
availability, number of compute elements, etc. Failing to meet the
deadline means the task has failed, and may invalidate the data
stream where the failure occurred, resulting in an unrecoverable,
undefined data state, retransmisson of data, or even termination of
the application. Because of this deadline, the amount of work NIC
compute resources can do for any given packet is limited.
Processing deadlines will only become worse as network data
speeds increase. For example, recent SmartNICs typically comprise
a collection of ARM processors. With many cores, a device may be
able process 32 packets in parallel, meaning the deadline is the time
to process a packet through the NIC times 32. Assuming 32 2.5 GHz
cores with an IPC of 1, 256 byte packets, and a 200Gb/s network,
each core can execute at most 819 instructions before it must be
available to process the next packet. When network speeds increase
to 400Gb/s, all else being equal, the number of available instructions
is nearly halved, to approximately 420. Unfortunately, as network
speeds increase, we cannot reasonably expect core clock speeds or
the number of cores to increase proportionally. Consequently, as
network speeds increase and deadlines decrease, packet processing
kernels will not necessarily be forward-compatible, making them
not suitable candidates for runtime deployment.
There are two strategies for mitigating processing deadlines while
retaining the benefits of near-data processing. The first is to move
processing outside of the packet processing pipeline but nonetheless
keep it near the network (i.e., on-NIC). Mellanox Bluefield SmartNICs [39] are a prominent example of this approach. The second is to
leverage the capabilities of existing in-pipeline processing elements
by redirecting their outputs back into the pipeline so that further
processing can be done. INCA [47] and [25] are examples of the latter.
In this work, we utilize the deadline-free capable SmartNIC designs as a baseline to propose radically different system software
runtimes operating in the network. Therefore, from this point forward when we refer to SmartNICs we only mean SmartNICs in the
deadline-free general compute capable class like Mellanox Bluefield
or INCA devices.

2.2

Runtime Systems and Middleware

In this paper we use the term “runtime” to refer to runtime systems
and middleware. The runtimes that we are envisioning on SmartNICs
are not runtimes in the traditional sense as they are not helping to
manage the heap or garbage collection during program runtime, nor
are they built-in features to a programming language. The runtime
systems and middleware approaches discussed in this paper refer
to software executing during the runtime phase of a program execution. The purpose of these runtime systems is primarily to enhance
application performance through system tuning, high performance
communications, and storage. Alternatively such middleware can
also provide features like resilience/error recovery and performance
portability. Examples of such runtime systems include MPI libraries,
I/O libraries [38] and performance enhancing runtimes, including
those using AI/ML techniques [29].

3
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DISTRIBUTED RUNTIMES ON SMARTNICS

In order to understand why distributed runtimes on SmartNICs is a
useful and viable solution – even if it is a radical departure from traditional runtime/middleware solutions – we provide a deep-dive into
non-deadline based SmartNIC compute architectures in this Section.
Specifically, we survey features of non-deadline based SmartNICs
that could be leveraged for radically new runtime designs.

3.1

SmartNIC Architectural Support

3.1.1 Operating System Support. Non-deadline-based SmartNICs
provide the basic programming environment expected for highperformance middleware development, even if they do not provide
local operating system support. While some non-deadline SmartNICs, e.g., NVIDIA Mellanox BlueField, support Linux operating
system environments, other proposed architectures like INCA execute code natively, without operating system support. SmartNICs
that lack local operating system support can access operating system
services by shipping system calls to heavyweight OS instances. However, a great deal of high-performance middleware avoids system
calls, as demonstrated by studies of lightweight operating system
kernels [24]. Therefore, because the performance implications of
system call shipping are not a major concern, we limit our discussion
of the operating system environment on SmartNICs in this paper.
3.1.2 Independent Progress. From the perspective of middleware
development and deployment, the most important characteristic of
a SmartNIC is that it supports execution progress that is independent of any interaction with the host, other host-side components
(e.g., GPUs or FPGA accelerators), or incoming network traffic. In
this model, the SmartNIC is essentially a separate, independent host
within a node or, at the very least, an independent, accelerator-type
compute resource. Support for efficient communication with the host
CPU or other components can be provided via the PCIe bus, enabling
command exchange between the SmartNIC and these components.
In this way, components can signal runtime software on the SmartNIC to perform operations to assist an application, bypassing the host
CPU. For example, a SmartNIC running communication software
(e.g., MPI) could provide communication support for host-side components that are not efficient at running such software, e.g., GPUs.
Likewise, storage middleware can stream data into and out of the
node on-demand via signals from the application on the host CPU, offloading such tasks so that the main host resources can be devoted to
computation and the production/consumption of that data. I/O middleware like Stitch-IO [38] is a good example of such an application.
3.1.3 New Memory Hierarchy. SmartNICs essentially provide a new
level of compute and memory storage in HPC systems. They allow
data to be sent and received to local storage on the SmartNIC and
can also interact with main host memory and other devices attached
to the PCIe bus. Because they are responsible for fast data movement
over networks, they can also be leveraged to dynamically steer incoming data to devices, including locally to keep data in the SmartNIC.
Because SmartNICs represent a fundamental change to node architecture, they make memory ownership management more complicated. New architecture solutions for managing memory migration
between devices, and shared/private memory ownership on a perdevice basis, will help in managing memory on a node. For example,
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Compute Express Link (CXL) [54] allows devices in a node to have
full private control of memory so that the device can cache data without the overheads of having to manage cache coherency between
multiple devices. CXL also allows devices to share memory spaces in
a coherent manner with corresponding coherency traffic overheads.
In addition, one can switch memory space control, passing it over to
other devices and relinquishing a coherent view of a given memory
space. For example, a CXL-enabled GPU could have private ownership of a memory region during compute kernel execution, allowing
for fast caching and good performance. Then, when the data is ready
to be shared, the GPU could enter a shared coherent memory space
with the CPU for a portion of the output and pass full ownership
control of a different memory region to the SmartNIC.
Approaches like CXL can be used to quickly transfer ownership of
memory regions and move chunks of data from one device’s memory
space to another. This means that the extra architectural level of
compute complexity provided by SmartNICs can be leveraged without concerns about SmartNIC compute performance. SmartNICs
can compute independently at all times, and if a runtime or user
application chooses to migrate compute off of the SmartNIC to a
faster compute device in the system, it can leverage memory bus
solutions like CXL to quickly move data throughout the node.

3.2

Execution Environment on SmartNICs

SmartNICs are still an emerging technology, and as such do not have
common standardized interfaces. While efforts like OpenSNAPI are
attempting to provide such standardized interfaces, it will most likely
be several years before such interfaces are ready. Therefore, we will
detail features of current and next generation SmartNICs that will
facilitate runtime development in the near future.
3.2.1 Language and Operating System Support. The majority of existing HPC middleware programs are written in C/C++. Providing
support for building and deploying programs written in C/C++ on
SmartNICs will enable these existing tools to be rapidly deployed.
Similarly, Python has become an increasingly important language
for data analysis, machine learning, and artificial intelligence tools.
For SmartNICs that support Python language tools, it will be possible
to rapidly develop and deploy programs that exploit these techniques.
Several earlier-generation and current SmartNICs provide such language development environments [e.g. 32, 39, 47, 55]. Full support
for a Linux (or other Unix-type) operating system will also facilitate
the rapid deployment of existing source code. However, as noted in
Section 3.1.1, support for a complete operating system instance is
not an absolute requirement.
3.2.2 Host Communication. Host communication is another key
aspect of SmartNIC programming environments that make SmartNIC runtimes possible. There are a variety of mechanisms that can
be used to enable SmartNIC-host communication. Typical system
bus communication, e.g., PCIe, is the most obvious choice, but more
sophisticated memory sharing models like CXL could also be used
to created shared memory regions for communication. Traditional
interrupts can also be used to communicate with the host CPU. However, due to the performance implications of interrupting the CPU,
this is only viable for runtimes that require infrequent communication with the host.
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3.2.3 Inter-SmartNIC Communication. A SmartNIC needs to be
able to communicate with other SmartNICs, not just their local host
CPU. However, the entire purpose of non-smart NICs is to communicate with other NICs. Therefore, this can be accomplished with
traditional network communication. The only difference between
traditional network communication and inter-SmartNIC communication is that data and control packets can be steered so that they can
be processed only by the SmartNIC, if required. This kind of packet
filtering/steering is supported in all non-deadline-based SmartNIC
designs that the authors are aware of. While some solutions are more
difficult to implement than others, the feature is prevalent in the
SmartNIC ecosystem.
3.2.4 Host-SmartNIC Coordination. Because the SmartNIC comprises a distinct ‘host’ (Section 3.1.2), its general-purpose compute
capabilities will likely differ from those of the host CPU (e.g., they
may be slower). Consequently, when offloading runtimes, situations
may arise in which a host must wait for an on-NIC runtime operation
to complete before continuing computation. In such situations, a
SmartNIC could block host-side compute, and negatively impact
performance. For this reason, some form of host-SmartNIC coordination is required. There are two solutions to this problem. The first
is to implement the ability to migrate computation off the SmartNIC with low-latency when a faster host-side component becomes
available [47]. The second is for runtime developers to only offload
code that avoids these situations. Constraining the possibilities for
runtime design on SmartNICs is not ideal, but until the former sort of
‘fast hand-off’ is a universal feature, it is the only solution to creating
portable runtimes for SmartNICs.

4

FUTURE DISTRIBUTED RUNTIME DESIGN

With the baseline capabilities of the non-deadline based general
compute class of SmartNICs, the possibilities for future entirely
in-network runtime software are intriguing.

4.1

Distributed Adaptive Resource Management

Understanding and adapting to resource usage dynamically during
job execution is a potentially important future use of SmartNICs.
Dynamic resource management is a feature commonly attributed
to cloud computing that distinguishes itself from supercomputing.
With supercomputing workloads, assessing the resource utilization
at every node involved in a job is time consuming and requires resources for coordination that take away compute resources from
computationally intensive tasks.
For distributed resource management, developing a adaptive runtime solution that utilizes SmartNICs provides several advantages.
First, the work of adapting resource pools and shifting resources,
including overall power and thermal budgets, can be done using a
component that is not in the compute path. Second, the SmartNIC
is closer to the network than other devices in the system, meaning it
can isolate the performance impact on other node-level components
and even the network itself if appropriate times can be chosen to
use network bandwidth to exchange resource utilization data. As
network counters are readily available at the SmartNIC, predictive
methods could be used to time resource utilization exchange for
broader job wide allocation of shared resources, such as job power.
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Distributed adaptive resource management could also be helpful
for container resource management. Such a runtime could coordinate the shutdown and restart of containers based on resource
usage throughout the system. Unlike a traditional cloud computing approach, where such coordination utilizes an adaptive pool of
coordination nodes for this purpose, SmartNICs could be allocated
to perform this task instead. This would require a larger number
of SmartNICs to coordinate tasks. For example, for generalized services one could use SmartNICs as Apache Zookeeper servers to serve
clients. This would require more servers than a typical Zookeeper deployment, but one could easily match the number of clients with the
number of SmartNICs and still have more compute nodes available
for non-coordination roles than would otherwise be possible. This
brings new resource management models into HPC systems with
lower compute node resource requirements by leveraging SmartNICs. In addition, SmartNICs can enable low overhead use of modern
cloud computing paradigms on HPC systems where desired.

4.2

System Tuning

SmartNICs are an ideal solution for offloaded management of system
resources and tuning. Just like distributed resource management,
offloading the computational requirements from the host CPU removes the cost-benefit tradeoff of attempting online system tuning.
Instead of using compute resources that would otherwise be devoted
to the compute job to enable tuning, the SmartNIC’s limited compute
resources can be used.
4.2.1 Network Tuning. For cases of network tuning, SmartNICs are
an ideal choice as their compute resources are as close to the network performance counters and tuning mechanisms as possible. As
SmartNICs can also observe traffic through the endpoint interface
they can also potentially predict and respond to spikes in demand or
lack thereof. For example, a SmartNIC may tune the desired header
type or encapsulation method to better tune the network to the data
payload sizes of the application. Lightweight headers with small maximum transmission unit (MTU) sizes could lead to better network
latency while optimizing for large MTU transmissions would be
desirable for codes with high bandwidth needs. For some networks
that provide different levels of quality of service, these channels can
also be optimized. Many QoS solutions also optimize for small versus
large messages allowing traffic separation that prevents head of line
blocking and provides latency or bandwidth guarantees.
4.2.2 System Performance Tuning. In the case of general system
tuning, where the number of used compute cores, threads versus
process count and system settings like CPU clock speeds, SmartNICs can be useful. This is a case where unlike the network tuning
situation, the location of the SmartNIC itself in a node architecture
is a limitation. Direct access to CPU and GPU level settings and
performance counters is challenging from a SmartNIC perspective
without helper threads on the devices themselves. This will lead
to longer latencies in reading counters and similar longer latencies
in changing device settings than running entirely natively on the
devices within the operating system protection domain.
It is possible to take existing runtime designs that attempt to optimize system performance natively on the device. For example, if
we consider Intel’s GEOPM project [19] that attempts to optimize
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CPU performance by adjusting clock frequency and exploiting slack
in large HPC jobs we can consider a new type of hybrid runtime
software. GEOPM uses MPI to exchange data with a job manager
that attempts to equalize performance across many nodes to reduce
wait time due to uneven execution time of kernels on multiple nodes.
Such network data consolidation and exchange responsibilities could
be offloaded onto a SmartNIC, exchanging data with the CPU-side
runtime collecting high frequency data. By removing the network
communication task from the CPU, the runtime can be freed to
perform more intensive operations to optimize local performance.
SmartNIC-side runtime components can similarly filter incoming
data from the job manager, only updating the CPU-side runtime
when new significant job level data changes occur. This frees the
CPU-side runtime from having to poll the network for arrival of new
data and processing thereof.

4.3

Data Storage and Management

SmartNIC architectures frequently include additional memory resources. For example, the NVIDIA Mellanox BlueField SmartNIC supports up to 16 GB of on-board DDR4 memory [39], and Netronome’s
Agilio CX line has 2 GB of DDR3 memory [41]. Because these memory resources are in addition to the CPU’s memory, they represent
storage that can be leveraged in interesting ways. Moreover, because
the SmartNIC’s computational resources are isolated from the CPU,
it can provide intelligent storage services without stealing CPU cycles from or competing for CPU resources with (e.g., introducing
cache pollution with library calls) the principal application.
4.3.1 Expanding the Data Storage Hierarchy. The combination of
processing and storage that is available on many SmartNICs provides an opportunity to create a fast, global storage resource. Unlike
the typical deployment of other distributed storage resources (e.g.,
SSD, NVMe) the additional computational resources of SmartNICs
allows for the potential deployment of more sophisticated storage.
For example, we could use SmartNICs to deploy a distributed hash
table (DHT), see e.g., [37] (implementing a parallel global logical
address space over a DHT implemented using the Portals networking interface), [17, 51, 52] that would provide high-performance,
global, runtime storage outside of file system abstractions. By extending its communication across a platform, a DHT would enable
high-performance communication and data exchange between cooperating applications, e.g., coupled physics codes, visualization,
analysis. Because of the flexibility provided by a SmartNIC’s computational resources, it would also be straightforward to introduce
persistence semantics into the DHT that would allow for the decision
of when and what to write to persistent storage to be configured.
4.3.2 Offloading I/O Management. Scientific simulation remains
a critically important class of HPC applications. Many of these simulations continue to be implemented as Bulk-Synchronous Parallel (BSP) applications. However, BSP applications pose significant
challenges to HPC I/O systems because their I/O operations are
typically very tightly synchronized. BSP execution phases are coordinated across processes and I/O operations are largely confined to
the end of an execution phase. As a result, provisioning the capacity
of high-performance I/O resources is frequently driven by these periods of high utilization even if the average demand is modest. Because
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SmartNICs co-locate additional compute and storage capacity with
the networking hardware, they have the potential to be able to store
data bound for persistent storage and coordinate data transfer to
storage resources with periods of low network activity.
4.3.3 Reducing Data Movement for Visualization. Visualization and
analysis are critically important for understanding the output of
scientific simulations. However, moving data around HPC systems,
e.g., from simulations to visualization and analysis tools, can be
extremely time-consuming and energy-intensive [36, 56]. To help
reduce the amount of data movement that needs to be transferred
for visualization and analysis, we can exploit the computing and
storage resources provided by SmartNICs to pre-process data before sending it to these tools without interfering with the ongoing
simulation. For example, if the visualization tools require only a
subset of the total data set, e.g., data for a single timestep or for a
portion of the physical space being simulated, the SmartNIC could
ensure that only the relevant subset of the total data is transferred
over the network. Similarly, the SmartNIC could be used to analyze
data from the simulation and only deliver the results of that analysis
instead of the entire data set to a remote analysis tool. By leveraging
SmartNICs, we can potentially reduce overall data movement costs
while minimizing disruptions of the ongoing simulation.

4.4

Resilience and Recovery

SmartNICs enable new runtime system solutions for supercomputer
resilience. As SmartNICs are independent devices in a node, with
separate hardware and operating systems, they can continue operation when other components fail. For example, if a CPU experiences
a kernel panic software error, the CPU and application will crash in
an unrecoverable manner. A SmartNIC will continue operation in
this situation and can be used to observe and inform the compute
system’s RAS solution of the crash. This is a fundamental new feature that a SmartNIC can provide that is useful for error notification
and recovery.
4.4.1 Managing Communication State After CPU Failure. In a typical scenario where a compute node’s application has crashed due to
unrecoverable software or hardware failure, the node becomes unreachable. Therefore, failures present as nodes appearing to go dark
and stop responding to remote nodes for long periods of time. Determining that a node has failed and identifying which node has failed
typically requires some form of distributed consensus protocol to
be implemented for determining which nodes have failed, see [9, 15].
Because a SmartNIC represents an entirely independent execution
context from the host CPU, it can be leveraged to both: reduce interference from the consensus protocol on the execution of the main
computation; and accelerate the identification of failed nodes when
the failure is limited to resources associated with the host CPU.
Moreover, even if the surviving nodes determine that a node has
failed, it is impossible to know if it will ever return to responding to
outside queries at some point in the future. This leads to resilience
mechanisms like those that have been implemented for MPI in the
past. Such solutions rely on consensus that all nodes are operational
and responsive. Failure for a node to be responsive results in that
node being culled from the communication group and potentially
being replaced by another node. It is very important that the “failed”
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node be culled from the communication group so that if it resumes
operation at some future point, other nodes in the job no longer
accept messages from the failed node as it may no longer be in sync
with the application’s execution. SmartNICs can aid in this process
as they could be used to assess a given node’s status and if it needs to
be culled from a communication group, the SmartNIC can prevent
further communication over those channels rather than the communication group having to filter out messages from the culled node.
4.4.2 Recovering Application State After CPU Failure. While mechanisms to recover from a crashed CPU-side operating system hard
crash do not yet exist in SmartNICs, such capabilities are possible. For
example, SmartNICs could be engineered to signal hard reset of CPUs
while maintaining main memory state from prior to the crash. This
could enable new recovery mechanisms to rebuild application memory and CPU states. Alternatively, SmartNIC runtime systems could
be built to transfer data from the main memory of crashed nodes to replacement nodes for continued operation. Obviously such solutions
would only work for failures not caused by main memory errors.
4.4.3 Managing Checkpoints. Currently, the most common approach
to fault tolerance is some form of checkpoint/restart, application
state is periodically written to persistent storage and when a failure
occurs the application can be restarted from its saved state. Because
a large part of implementing checkpoint/restart is solving an I/O
problem (e.g., moving large blocks of data to storage, managing contention for storage resources), the discussion in Section 4.3 applies
with equal force here. Additionally, the SmartNIC could also be used
to reduce the volume of checkpoint data that needs to be be written
to persistent storage. For example, the SmartNIC could be used to
compress the checkpoint [33] while the CPU continues executing
the main application or it could be used to save only the portion of
the application’s state that has changed since the last checkpoint, cf.
incremental checkpointing [43].

4.5

Failure Prediction

The holy grail of fault tolerance is to be able to predict when and
where a failure is going to occur and then migrate the application’s
resources around the failure. In recent years, significant effort has
been devoted to trying to achieve this goal (cf. [20, 23]). SmartNICs
can potentially be leveraged in the pursuit of this goal by offloading
and augmenting node state monitoring and analysis. By removing
the failure prediction function from the CPU where it competes with
the principal computation for resources, it may be possible to perform more sophisticated analysis. Moreover, because the compute
and memory resources on SmartNICs are close to the network, it also
opens the possibility for using SmartNICs to share state information
across nodes to develop a more complete picture of the overall state
of a job’s hardware resources.

5

DISCUSSION

In this section we answer several common questions about RADD
and how runtimes could be deployed on future generation SmartNICs.
What kind of performance are runtimes expected to have on
SmartNICs? Current SmartNIC designs have a wide variety of compute hardware and capabilities. For those designs with traditional
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compute cores like Mellanox/NVIDIA Bluefield, they are typically
modest multi-core solutions that would exceed the hardware normally allocated to executing runtime software on a compute node.
Alternative deadline free designs like INCA are supplemented by
accelerators meaning that certain classes of code will run at very
high performance, while others will be lower performance than a
general compute core. Other solutions are not entirely deadline free
but introduce custom flexible hardware like FPGAs. For an FPGA
SmartNIC, runtimes could be designed entirely in hardware with
performance guarantees.
Won’t offloading runtimes interfere with the primary purpose of a SmartNIC, namely, to enable communication? The
short answer is, ‘no’. There are at least two strategies for avoiding
interference. The first is to make the resources supporting runtime
offloading more-or-less independent from those dedicated to traditional network processing or protocol offloading. Mellanox Bluefield
can be viewed from this perspective: the general purpose processor
and its associated memory can interact with components dedicated
to traditional network processing, but otherwise it functions as an independent, on-NIC host. The second strategy is to intelligently share
compute resources between runtime offloads and network functionality. For example, a design such as INCA allows offloaded kernels to
be preemptible in the sense execution can be temporarily suspended,
permitting high-priority data transfers to be processed without being
slowed down by computation occurring on the NIC. This ability allows for work to be done beyond typical packet-processing deadlines
(Section 2.1) as resources are allocated to accommodate runtimes
when they are not immediately needed by other incoming packets.
Moreover, this strategy turns NIC idle time into a useful compute
resource.
Can my host be forced to wait on the distributed runtime on
the NIC? If there are dependencies that exist on the host that can
result in waiting for runtime software on the SmartNIC to complete,
this could become an issue. However, distributed runtimes for system tuning could be designed without these dependencies to avoid
such waiting. Alternatively, some non-deadline based designs can
be uninterruptible [47] and solutions like Compute Express Link
(CXL) can manage shifting ownership of runtime memory from the
SmartNIC to other devices on the host. In this way some SmartNIC
designs can quickly shift execution to the fastest available compute
unit in a node, alleviating this concern.
What does locating runtimes at the network level do for performance? There are two performance advantages to executing
runtime software on a SmartNIC. First, it offloads the computation
and memory bandwidth requirements to a separate device that is
not used for application compute. Second, it makes network performance information easily and quickly accessible. If a runtime
is trying to infer network activity or manage network resources,
accessing the internal NIC counters is drastically more efficient from
the device rather than gathering counter data over a system bus.
Such performance advantages can be seen in performance counter
data gathering approaches on CPUs where local counter data is a
simple register fetch operation.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper we have examined the features of a class of SmartNICs
that enable the design of a new type of distributed runtime located
in the network. We described several useful features that SmartNICs need to provide to make runtime development practical and
portable. We provided several use cases and designs for future runtime systems to run on SmartNICs, detailing the support that such
runtimes need and the benefits they can observe through execution
near the network. This paper has provided the foundation for new
runtime designs, using emerging technologies that provide a unique
opportunity for evolution of runtime systems for supercomputing.
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